1. Special tape rack area for TS5 declump tapes.

2. Each Monday, some designated person (or shift supervisor?) removes the latest declump from a set of rotating daily declump stages - replaces the tape with a fresh pair.

3. The Monday tapes are stored separately - on the 1st Monday of each month - the Monday tape from the 1st Monday of the preceding month is removed to a permanent collection of monthly tapes.

4. Daily declumps are taken on a set of 20 tapes - numbered sequentially 1-20.

5. Weekly tapes are numbered A to E in pairs (A1, A2, B1, B2 - --)

6. Monthly tapes are labeled n/th date of the declump.

7. Operators write on the tape reel (not seal) the date and reel number of each declump when the declump is taken.
Rules

a) to dump, take a tape from the free pool.
b) tapes move down paths and stop on circles.
c) Previous occupant of circle leaves by indicated exit path.
d) After passing through a communicator, advance it by one.